YANGster Update
Agenda

November 2018 802 Plenary Meeting in Bangkok, Thailand
Agenda (2018-11 Bangkok)

- Introduction
- Use of Git Repository
- Restructure of Git Repository for IEEE YANG
- Other Topics
- Administrative
Use of Git Repository

- Currently document on process
- We currently have this documented
  - How the Repository Works
Repository Restructure

- Suggest we move to that structure as a first step
  - Need to update the check.sh scripts and readme files and tell the YANG Repository people about the new path structure
- We need a “published” directory
- Moving forward we need to continue the discussion on how to handle modifications to published YANG modules
New Structure

Below is the structure of the IEEE portion of the repository.

https://github.com/YangModels/yang

- yang/experimental/ieee
  (no branches here)
- yang/standard/ieee
  draft
    - 802
    - 802.1
    - 802.3
    - 802.11
    - ...
  published
    - 802
    - 802.1
    - 802.3
    - 802.11
    - ...

November 2018
Open Source Impact

- Review the Open Source Impact Information
- Build support for continuing with Industry initiatives such as the YANG Catalog/YANG Repository
- Discuss ways to address the issues related to considering YANG Models as Source Code
  - The YANG Repository can be considered a repository, not really an open-source collaboration area
RAC Ethertype Discussion

- Placeholder for RAC discussion if necessary
MOTION

- Authorize once-a-month e-meeting cycle for the YANGsters group. Convening on the last Wednesday of every month from 9AM (US-Eastern) to 10AM (US-Eastern), start 28 November 2018 end 28 February 2019

- Proposed: Mansfield Second: Rouyer
- For____ Against____ Abstain_____
Administrative

- **Website**
  - All Meeting notes are here!

- **Mailing List**
  - [STDS-802-YANG@listserv.ieee.org](mailto:STDS-802-YANG@listserv.ieee.org)